The group mutual exclusion (GME) problem was introduced by Joung [6] . The GME solution allows n processes to share m mutually exclusive resources. We first present a group mutual exclusion algorithm (Algorithm GM E) for anonymous token rings. The space requirement and the size of messages of this algorithm depend only on the number of shared resources (O´log mµ bits). So, the proposed algorithm solves the problem suggested in [7] , which is to obtain a solution using messages of bounded size. All costs related to the time depend on n. We then present two variations of Algorithm GM E. We design the second algorithm (Algorithm mGM E) such that its cost depends mainly on the m instead of n. The third algorithm (Algorithm nmGM E) is a general algorithm which takes advantage of the lowest value between n and m.
Introduction
The mutual exclusion and concurrency are among the fundamental problems of distributed systems. The mutual exclusion ensures an exclusive access to a shared resource (also known as sessions [8] ) among a set of processes. The concurrency allows some processes to share a resource. The group mutual exclusion (GME) problem was recently introduced by Joung [6] . This problem deals with both mutual exclusion and concurrency problem. The GME solution allows n processes to share m mutually exclusive resources. At any time, some processes share a particular resource. But, if a process requests to access a resource different from the currently used resource, then the process cannot access the requested resource at that time. However, if a process requests the resource being currently used, then the process is allowed to share the resource with other processes. There is no limit on the number of processes which can use a resource concurrently.
An interesting application of the group mutual exclusion is presented in [6] . Consider large data sets stored in a secondary memory. A set of processes accesses the data sets through a server. The server can be a CD jukebox. Using a purely mutual exclusion protocol, the server needs to repeatedly load and unload the data sets (e.g., the CDs) from the secondary memory to process the requests. An efficient GME protocol would allow multiple processes to read the currently loaded data set (a CD) simultaneously, while forcing the processes requesting a different data set (another CD) to wait. Furthermore, while a data set remains loaded, it remains accessible by the processes requesting the set until some other data set is requested by some process.
An efficient GME solution could also help improve the quality of services (QoS) of an Internet server. The GME protocol could be used to group different requests for the same service, and thereby, minimize the memory swapping.
Related Work. The GME problem [6] is a generalization of mutual exclusion [3, 10] and readers/writers [2] problem. It is also related to several widely studied synchronization problems such as dining philosophers [4] , drinking philosophers [1] , and k-exclusion [5] . Refer to [8] for discussion on the use of GME to solve these problems.
In [6] , Joung proposed a solution to the group mutual exclusion problem for the shared-memory model. The solution in [8] also runs in the shared memory systems. In [6] , the author introduced a new performance metric, called the contextswitch complexity, different from the classical time complexity. The time complexity measures the total number of critical section accesses by processes while a particular process is waiting to access the critical section. The context-switch complexity indicates the number of sessions which can be opened while a particular process is waiting. This new measure takes in account the accesses overlapped due to the concurrency. Keane and Moir [8] introduced another measure related to the access time, called the contention-free complexity, which shows the worst-case time needed by a process to execute its entry and exit sections in the absence of contention. The (maximum) degree of concurrency is another specific performance introduced in [6] . The degree of concurrency captures the number of processes that can concurrently access an opened session while a particular process is waiting for a session. Higher degree of concurrency implies better resource utilization.
Solutions for the message-passing model were first presented in [7, 11] . The algorithms of [7] considered fully connected networks. In [11] , the authors presented two algorithms for unidirectional rings. The number of messages generated by each access to the critical section in both algorithms of [11] is Θ´nµ messages. The time complexity and the degree of concurrency is O´n 2 µ for both algorithms in [11] , The context-switch complexity of the two algorithms in [11] are O´n 2 µ and O´min´n mµµ. Although the contention-free complexity is not discussed in [11] , it is easy to observe that in both algorithms, the contention-free complexity is equal to the message complexity, i.e., Θ´nµ.
All GME algorithms to date [6, 7, 8, 11] consider networks where processes have unique id's. Another common characteristic of these algorithms is that they all maintain some data structures to store process id's and resource id's, and use these data structures to control access to m resources by n processes. In the message passing solutions of [7, 11] , these data structures are locally maintained by the processes. Moreover, the solutions of [7, 11] require to maintain locally a logical clock [9] which cannot be bounded. The messages must carry the process id's, the resource id's, and the logical clock value. Therefore, the processes must have an infinite memory, and the message size cannot be bounded.
Contributions.
In this paper, we first present a simple group mutual exclusion algorithm (Algorithm GM E) for unidirectional rings. As in [8] , Algorithm GM E uses an underlying mutual exclusion protocol, more specifically, a token circulation mechanism (also referred to as token ring in the following). The proposed algorithm works on anonymous networks. However, the token circulation must be initiated by a unique process.
Algorithm GM E does not maintain any special data structure to implement any queue. The space requirement of processes depends only on the number of shared resources, and is 4 ¢ log´m · 1µ · 2 bits. The size of messages is 2 ¢ log´m · 1µ bits. So, the proposed algorithm solves the problem suggested in [7] , which is to obtain a solution using messages of bounded size.
Each access to the critical section generates 0 to O´nµ messages. As in [11] , the time complexity depends on the message complexity, and the contention-free complexity depends on the network architecture. The time complexity is O´n 2 µ, but the contention-free complexity is O´nµ (Θ´nµ in [11] ) because it is 0 in the best case and n in the worst case. The context-switch complexity of Algorithm GM E is O´nµ. The degree of concurrency cannot be bounded. This shows that Algorithm GM E provides the best possible resource utilization.
We then present two variations of Algorithm GM E. These two algorithms perform better than Algorithm GM E in some situations. The cost of Algorithm GM E depends only on n. So, this algorithm performs its best in systems with n m. We design the second algorithm (Algorithm mGM E) such that its cost depends mainly on the m instead of n. Outline of the Paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the distributed systems. In the same section, we give a formal statement of both the problem solved and the different complexity metrics considered in this paper. In Section 3, we present Algorithm GM E, followed by the proof outline and some discussion of the complexity issues. Both variations (Algorithms mGM E and nmGM E) are presented in Section 4. Finally, we make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Distributed Systems. The distributed system we consider in this paper consists of n processes (0 1 n 1) with no identity. The numbers 0 1 n 1 are used only to simplify the presentation. All operations on the process numbers are assumed to be modulo n. Processes communicate only by message passing and are arranged in a ring topology such that each process p can only send messages to process p · 1. The message delivery time is arbitrary (i.e., finite but unbounded). GME Problem. We assume that the processes cycle through a non-critical section, an entry section, a critical section, and an exit section. The processes can access a "session" only within a critical section. We assume that the processes execute their critical section in finite (but unpredictable) time. Every time a process p moves from its non-critical section to the entry section, p non-deterministically chooses a session s p from 1 m . This means that p requests access to Session s p . The GME problem is to design a protocol (for the entry and exit sections) so that the following properties are true in every execution: Mutual Exclusion: If two distinct processes, p and q, are executing their critical section simultaneously, then s p s q . No Lockout: If a process p requests to access a session, then p eventually executes its critical section. Concurrent Entering: If a process can access to Session X, and no process is requesting for a different session, then all the processes requesting for Session X can access to Session X concurrently.
The "no lockout" property defined above is similar to the "bounded delay" property in [6, 7, 11] . Note that both definitions do not impose any bound on the delay to access the session-the only requirement is that the delay be finite. So, to maintain the 'eventuality" property, we chose the property name as "no lockout" (also called "no starvation") in the above specification. However, the bounded delay property can be used as a stronger requirement for the Group Mutual Problem as follows: There exists a bound on the number of times that other processes are allowed to access another session after a process has made a request to access its session and before that request is granted. Although the bounded delay property is not required to specify the GME problem (as well as the classical mutual exclusion problem), all the deterministic solutions in the literature do satisfy this property. One of the main issues in designing such algorithms is to attain the minimum delay.
Complexity Metrics. We will evaluate our algorithms in terms of communication, space, and time. We will consider some metrics (in the above categories) which are specific to the GME problem [6, 8] .
In order to compute the above metrics, we assume that the maximum time needed for a message to move from a process to its successor (t MSG ) is less than the minimum time needed by a process to execute its critical section (t CS ), i.e., t MSG t CS . Thus, no process can complete the execution of its critical section while a message is in transit from a process to its successor.
We measure the communication complexities in terms of the message complexity and message size complexity, i.e., the number of messages generated per entry in the critical section and the number of bits per message, respectively. The space complexity is represented by the number of bits used by every process. One of the time metrics is the contention-free complexity which indicates the worst-case time needed by a process to execute its entry and exit sections in the absence of contention.
Before we define the other metrics, we will discuss their purpose. The time complexity measures the number of critical section accesses by processes while a process q is waiting to access a particular session X. But, due to the concurrency, the accesses may overlap. So, the time complexity does not truly reflect the elapsed time. The context-switch complexity represents the number of sessions which can be opened while q is waiting. So, the context-switch is a good additional complexity metric to compute the (worst-case) "waiting time". The degree of concurrency captures the number of processes that can concurrently access an opened session while a process q is waiting. Thus, higher degree of concurrency is desirable to achieve higher resource utilization.
We need the term "passage" [6] to define some performance metrics. A passage by a process p through a Session X (denoted by p X ) is an interval t 1 t 2 ℄ (of time) during which Process p executes its critical section. A passage is initiated at t 1 , and is completed at t 2 .
Let q be a process requesting to access Session X. Let T be the set of passages initiated by some processes p (p q) after q made its request (for Session X), and completed before q executes the corresponding passage q X . The minimal cover C of T is the minimal subset of T such that every passage of T is initiated and completed during the execution of some passages of C. The time complexity is the number of passages in C. A round (of passages) R Y of T is a maximal set of consecutive passages of T which are passages through Session Y . The contextswitch complexity is the number of rounds of T such that for each round R Y ,
The degree of concurrency is defined by the maximum number of passages that can be initiated during a round R Y .
Group Mutual Exclusion

The Basic Algorithm
Let us consider the overall system architecture to describe the message communication. We assume that there exist two layers in the system: the application layer and the GME layer as the lower of the two layers. Such a general structure is well-known. The interface between the two layers is implemented by using two types of messages: Request Session and Grant Session. When the application layer needs to access a session, say Session X, the process running the application layer sends the message Request Session´Xµ to the GME layer. Eventually, the GME layer grants the application layer the access to Session X by sending the message Grant Session. On completion of its work using Session X, the application layer process sends Release Session message to the GME layer.
The GME layer (in the following, also referred to as Algorithm GM E) is based on a token circulation in rings. The token is used only to open and close a session. Initially, the first process p entering a session X advertises (using the token) to other processes that session X is open. Process p is considered the Leader of the current session. If another process requests for another session, say Y , Process p is in charge of closing Session X and opening the next session Y . Next, a new Leader for Session Y is chosen. Let us now explain the details of Algorithm GM E (Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2).
Algorithm GM E consists of three sections. The entry section (Lines 1 01 to 1 06) is executed when a process requests to enter the critical section corresponding to a session. The exit section (Lines 2 01 to 2 07) is executed when a process decides to leave the critical session. The token circulation section (Lines 3 01 to 3 32 and Lines 4 01 to 4 07) is used to manage the opening and closing of sessions. We assume that the group of statements corresponding to any of the above sections is executed atomically. Also, one and exactly one process initiates the algorithm.
Processor p maintains four local variables: The message Token contains two fields: Token C and Token N (henceforth also denoted by´C Nµ), corresponding to the id of the current and next session, respectively.
We now describe a typical execution of Algorithm GM E. Initially, the token is initiated by a process. When the token is intercepted by the first process p requesting to enter the critical section for Session X, p becomes the Leader and sends the token´X µ to advertise that Session X is open. While no process requests for another session ( X), Token circulates in the ring and remains in the same state. Upon receipt of Token, the processes locally store the id of the open session in the variable CurrentS. So, all the processes requesting Session X may enter the critical section concurrently. Now, assume another process, say q, requests for Session Y (Y X). Since no other process already requested to enter the critical section with another session Z Finally, consider the following case. While Session X is open, two processes p and q requested for Session Y and Session Z, respectively. Although q made the request before p did, Session Y can be initiated before Session Z. The reason is the following: After the request is made by q, the next elected leader can be p · 1, the successor of p although the corresponding session (Session Y ) was first requested by q. Now, the first process requesting for another session (other than Y ) receiving the token coming from the just elected leader (Process p · 1) will be able to initiate the next session. So, effectively, if several processes are trying to initiate different sessions, the process nearest from the current session leader would be the first to initiate a new session. The obvious question now is that can a requesting process q wait forever to initiate a new session? Fortunately, the answer is no. The reason is that the distance between the current leader and q is finite. So, eventually, q will be able to initiate its session. The worst scenario is when the successor of q becomes the next leader.
Proof Outline of Algorithm GM E
By assumption, the system never contains more than one token. From Algorithm 3.2, any process p can change the value of CurrentS p iff p holds the token and can change the value of Token C iff p is a leader. From the above properties, we show that the number of leaders in the rings is at most one. Since a session can be opened or closed by a leader, more than one open session cannot exist at any time. So, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1 Algorithm GM E guarantees the mutual exclusion property.
Now, assume that a process p is the leader of the current session X and q p is waiting to enter Session Y (Y X) which will be the next open session. Then, the algorithm chooses a process q ¼ between p · 1 and q (including p · 1 and q) as the leader of Session Y . Assume that Session Y is not the next open session (following Session X). Then, by applying the same reasoning as above on every process between p and q, in the worst case, the token can traverse the ring at most 2n · 1 times before q can enter the critical section. This leads to the following:
Theorem 2 Algorithm GM E satisfies the no lockout property.
Finally, assume that a process p can enter Session X while no process is requesting to enter a session Y X. Then, CurrentS p X (p can enter Session X, see Lines 1 05 and 3 05) and the token is equal to´X µ since there is no request for a session other than X. So, after having received the token´X µ at least once, all processes requesting to enter Session X can enter Session X concurrently (and any number of times). So, we can claim the following:
Theorem 3 Algorithm GM E satisfies the concurrent entering property.
We can claim the final result from Theorems 1, 2, and 3:
Theorem 4
Algorithm GM E satisfies the GME specifications (as specified in Section 2).
Complexity Analysis of Algorithm GME
We consider the following two extreme cases. Assume that a process p requests access to the opened session X and CurrentS p is set to X. In this case, p can access Session X without sending any message (see Lines 1 01 to 1 06). Now, assume that p requests access to a session X which is not the current opened session. In this case, p must wait to access Session X. p generates a message carrying its request (by setting Token N to X). This message is eventually received by the current leader which initiates the closing of the current session and then the opening of Session X. Process p will be able to execute its critical section when it receives the opening token. So, in the worst case, at most 2n messages are necessary for a process p to access its critical section. Hence, the message complexity is in the interval 0 2n℄. Note that with the token based algorithms, the message complexity signifies something only when there exists a contention for the critical section entry. Otherwise, even if no request is ever made, an infinite number of messages is sent because the token keeps circulating. However, the algorithm can be easily modified to avoid circulating a token in the absence of contention, i.e., when no new requests are made for a different session.
The message size (or the token size) is fixed: 2 log´m · 1µ bits, where m is the number of sessions. Similarly, the space used by process p can be easily computed by adding the number of bits required by each variable, i.e., 4 log´m · 1µ · 2 bits.
We need to consider two cases to compute the contention-free complexity (as we did to compute the message complexity). If Current p is already set to a session X when p requests access to Session X (Recall that no contention is assumed. So, the session requested by p cannot be other than X.), or Current p is not yet equal to X. In the first case, p accesses Session X immediately. In the second case, p accesses Session X after the token traverses the ring twice.
From the proof of Theorem 2, it is clear that at most n rounds of passages can be completed (i.e., n sessions can be opened) while a process p is waiting to access a session. So, the context-switch complexity is n rounds of passages. Moreover, during the opening of each of these n sessions, no process can delay the token progress. By assumption, no process can complete the execution of its critical section while a message is in transit from a process to its successor. Therefore, each component α of the minimal cover C corresponding to the opening of a session contains, in the worst-case (each passage includes the time for a message to move from a process to its successor), n 1 passages. During the closing of each session, in the worst case, the token can be delayed n 1 times, once for each process. While a process holds the token, it can make at most 1 passage. So, again, each component β of C corresponding to the closing of a session contains at most n 1 passages (one for each process). So, each component αβ contains at most 2´n 1µ passages. Thus, the time complexity is 2´n 1µn passages, 2´n 1µ passages for each of the n rounds.
Following the same reasoning as above, while a process p is waiting for access to a session X, the opening component α of C corresponding to a round R Y (for Session Y ) contains at most n 1 passages. In the best case, following the process of the token, 1 passage can be completed concurrently with the first passage of α, 2 passages can be completed concurrently with the second passage of α, ..., n 1 passages can be done concurrently with the n 1th passage. So, the maximum number of passages that can be initiated during α is n´n 1µ 2. Again, during the closing of each session, each process q ( p) can delay the token while its passage completes. During this time, a process can locally decide if it can execute is critical section (CurrentS contains the requested session number). The process which did not receive the (closing) token can execute an unlimited number of passages concurrently with the passage of q. So, the degree of concurrency cannot be bounded. This shows that our algorithm provides the best possible resource utilization.
Other Solutions
In this section, we present two variations of Algorithm GME. It has been shown in Section 3.3 that for Algorithm GM E, the context-switch and time complexity is O´nµ rounds of passages and O´n 2 µ passages, respectively. This result is good for systems where n m, i.e., the number of processes participating in the ring (n) is less than the number of accessible resources (m). The first modifi- 
An O´mµ Context-Switch Algorithm
The solution (Algorithm mGM E) is based on the same mechanism as used in Algorithm GM E. It uses the same variables and the same code, except that Assume that the sessions are numbered from 0 to m 1. In order to construct an ordering among the session numbers, a simple but naive solution would be to use the natural ordering on the integers, i.e., 0 1 m 1, and the next opened session would be the lowest (or the highest) requested session number. But, with such a solution, some processes could be locked out by some processes requesting access to sessions with lower (resp., higher) session numbers. Thus, the no lockout property would be violated. This problem can be easily solved by making the ordering circular and start from the position of the current opened session X in the sequence 0 m 1. So, if X 0, then the natural order 0 1 m 1 is used. Otherwise, the ordering X X · 1 m 1 0 1 X 1. Assume that a process p requests access to Session X (ReqS X). It is easy to verify that starting from a configuration where a process p requests for a session, p can receive the token at most 2m · 1 times before p can enter the critical section. So, Algorithm mGM E satisfies the no lockout property. Moreover, as for Algorithm GM E, Algorithm mGM E satisfies both the mutual exclusion and the concurrent entering property. Hence:
Theorem 5
Algorithm mGM E satisfies the GME specification (as specified in Section 2). 
An O´min´n mµµ Context-Switch Algorithm
Like Algorithm mGM E, Algorithm nmGM E in this section is based on Algorithm GM E. Processes have an extra variable called Counter, initialized to zero.
Variable Counter is reset to zero every time the process executes its exit section. The token has an extra field, Token Cntr which stores the Counter value of the (last) process which changed the value of Token N.
The idea behind this new algorithm is as follows: Each process p counts the number of times it tried to access the requested session (Line NM.03). If Token N or the request of p is older than the request carried by the token (Counter p Token Cntr; see Line MN.04), then p replaces the (oldest) request in the token by its own request and sets Token Cntr to its own counter value (Line NM.05).
Again, we show that starting from a configuration where a process p requests for a session, p can receive the token at most 2min´n mµ · 1 times before p can enter the critical section. That proves the no lockout property.
Theorem 6
Algorithm mGM E satisfies the GME specification (as specified in
Section 2).
Due to the extra field in the token, the number of bits used by the token is now 2 log´m · 1µ · log´min´m nµµ bits. For the same reason, the space com- plexity of processes is 4 log´m · 1µ · 2 · log´min´m nµ bits. The contextswitch complexity is min´n mµ rounds of passages, and the time complexity is 2´n 1µmin´n mµ passages. The other complexity results remain the same as for Algorithm GM E.
Conclusions
We presented three algorithm to solve the group mutual exclusion problem for anonymous token ring networks. All our algorithms use messages of bounded size. All time related costs of the three proposed algorithms depend on n, m, and min´n mµ, respectively. Combined with a protocol which maintains a virtual token circulation ring in a general (rooted) message passing-system (e.g., a depth-first token circulation protocol), these algorithms also solve the group mutual exclusion problem on any arbitrary rooted message-passing system.
